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100 KILOWATT

1905 (BEIJING) NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CO.,
LTD.

COUNTRIES

COMPANY DESCRIPTION

Russian
Federation

China

JOB TITLE

Docs&Factual

Main Producer

Drama

Formats

x

x

1905 is a wholly-owned subsidiary of China Movie Channel (CCTV6).
Project Planning
The main businesses of 1905 Company includes film investment,
filmmaking, distribution and marketing, online film copyright
distribution, cinema ticketing system, and undertaking large events.
They have partnered with entities such as HBO Asia to produce TV
films. They are also one of China's main distributors of Hollywood
films. They own the VOD rights to more than 4,000 films in China and Chairman
around the world which they distribute on multiple platforms.

AAA ENTERTAINMENT

South Africa

Head of Distribution and
Financing

ABS-CBN CORPORATION

Philippine

Sales Head for Asia and
Latin America

China

Alibaba needs no introduction itself. Its key VOD platform is
Youku/Tudou which it aquired a few years ago. Youku is one of the
big 3 "BAT VOD platforms" in addition to Tencent and iQiyi, and as
such has 600 million daily viewers and serves up around 1.2 billion
daily plays. The Youku Group is one of China's biggest platforms as
well as content producers.

ALL 3 MEDIA

Uk

A leading creator of content with an impeccable track record and
unparalleled reputation around the world – we are committed to
creating outstanding TV, film and digital content and to innovate in
the ever-evolving broadcast landscape. An entrepreneurial creative
culture defines the company, underpinned by commercial strength
that has seen the group grow successfully for over a decade.
EVP Asia Pacific
all3media group comprises of eighteen leading production
companies, independent creators of TV and multi-platform
programming from around the world. The production labels operate
as their own businesses, each with a distinctive creative signature.
The companies within the group are based in the UK, USA, The
Netherlands, Germany and New Zealand.

BEIJING XIANGJIANG YIHUA FILM & TV

China

Yihua is one of the Chinese industry's most reliable distributors of
international content. With more than 10 years in the business and
1,000 of hours distributed, Yihua typically buys on behalf of all
China's major TV stations as well as VOD platforms.

ALIBABA MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT GROUP
YOUKU

Animation

x

x

x

x

x
x

Director of International
Media Acquisition &
Cooperation

Founder

Film

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Other
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BILIBILI

BEST ENTERTAINMENT

CCTV9

CENTRAL COOPERATION INTERNATIONAL CO.
LTD.

CHINA HUACE FILM&TV CO., LTD

COUNTRIES

China

China

China

China

China

COMPANY DESCRIPTION

JOB TITLE

Animation

Bilibili was founded in 2009 initially as a gaming an anime site, but
Acquisition Manager
has recently become one of China's largest buyers of international
content for its own platform having deals with most major studios as
well as mid tier independant distributors. Tencent recently invested
US$320 million into the platform. Theyre audience is quite young
International Acquisition
with more than 80s of its audience born after 1990.
Manager

Docs&Factual

Central Cooperation International is a sister company to Pan
Universe, one of China's oldest and longest serving buyers of
international content. Since 2000, both companies together have
purchased around 5,000 hours of TV programs from all genres
around the world. Their main client is CCTV of which they provide
200-300 hours of content annually.

x

Established in 2005 and successfully listed in GEM in 2010, Huace
Group produces over 1, 000 episodes of TV series, dozens of films
and over ten variety shows every year, it occupies 18% of the film
and TV market shares and its programs are broadcast 100 billion
times. It possesses over 10, 000 hours of film and TV copyright
resources, with its output remaining the first in the world.

Head of CCTV
Documentary Channel |
Office of International
Acquisitions & CoProduction

Acquisition Manager

Formats

Film

Other

x

As a top content provider, Best Entertainment has successfully
produced many excellent contents since its establishment. At
present, Best Entertainment is deeply focused on the industry layout,
and the resources of high-quality creative, excellent directors and
production teams have been gathereded under its banner.
We have already set up a center system in a scientific and effective
manner, and established R & D centers and studio clusters. Besides,
CEO
we have the top content creators and high-quality IP library. We
make the investment and production of the top contents as our core
competitiveness; We have our innovative aesthetics, unique publicity
strategies, top-level teams and professional and precise execution to
create our unique advantages that can not be replaced in the media
industry. As such, we are striving to build up a complete value chain
covering every steps of the industry activities.

CCTV9 (CCTV Documentary Channel) is China’s leading documentary
channel and China’s only national channel dedicated to factual
programme. Launched on January 1st, 2011, it is the fastest growing
channel in the CCTV family, and has become China’s largest
production, co-production, transmission and acquisition platform for
factual programme.

Drama

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Music

V.G.M OF HUACE GLOBAL
x
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Animation

Docs&Factual

Drama

Formats

Film

Other

Animation Executive
Producer
CHINA LITERATURE(ANIMATION DEPT.)

x

China

China Literature is the industry leader for copyrighted digital reading Animation Executive
platforms & literary IP development. A large number of the online Producer
literature in China that gets adapted for film, television and online
Drama Executive Producer
comes from China Literature.

CHINA LITERATURE(DRAMA DEPT.)

x
Contente Manager

CIBN ORIENTAL NETWORK (BEIJING) CO., LTD.

China

CINEFLIX RIGHTS

Uk

Online broadcast subsidiary of state media giant China Radio
International, CIBN produces a wide range of content across multiple Director of Copyright
genres.
VP Sales

x

x

x

x

CEO
COLLAB ASIA GREATER CHINA LIMITED

DOXTV CORPORATION

GMA WORLDWIDE

GOLDEN-SPREAD ENTERTAINMENTS

China

China

Founded in 2008, DoxTV is a broadcasting platform and content
aggregator that buys high quality series and programs. The
company's main business covers content distribution and running of
the DOXTV channels which includes DOX Movie , DOX Drama , DOX
Documentary , DOX Entertainment , DOX Cinema , DOX Inspiration, Vice Manager
DOX Taiwan , DOX Britain, DOX Globalview, DOX 4k (pioneer UHD
programs)，DOX (comprehensive programs). They also buy and
distribute international content to terrestrial, Cable, Satellite, PayTV, Free-tv VOD, SVOD, Internet, and Mobile platforms.

Philippine

GMA Worldwide, Inc. (GWI) is a wholly owned subsidiary of GMA
Network. It is the group dedicated to the distribution of GMA's
drama and entertainment programs worldwide. GMA's content is
presently seen in over 26 countries in 4 continents through GWI.
Quality content and service keeps GMA in the lea as the most
awarded broadcast network in the Philippines. As such, GWI is
recognized as the primary source of Filipino content.

China

x

Brand and Syndication
Coordinator

Founded in 2003 GOLDEN-SPREAD ENTERTAINMENTS (formerlly
known as Universal Full Band Media) specializes in domestic TV
production distribution, while also importing a number of
international films for distribution in China.

x

Vice President

x

x

x

4K Content

x
Series

Sales Manager

General Manager

x

x

x

x

x
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HENRY ADVERTISING & MARKETING LTD.

HUAWEI

INDONESIA ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

iQIYI

COUNTRIES

COMPANY DESCRIPTION

JOB TITLE

China

For more than 20 years, Henry Advertising & Marketing Ltd. has
been a solid purchaser for documentaries, films and music programs President
for CCTV.

China

Director of business
Huawei video was launched in 2016 in order to provide program
development
streaming content service to its telco clients around the world as
well as Huawei handset customers. They have aquired until now
more than 30,000 hours of content from various markets around the
BD
world to be used in their service.

Indonesia

China

iQIYI is one of China’s leading online video platform, streaming both
original and licensed movies, drama series, variety shows,
animations and other contents from China and abroad. iQiyi buys
from all major studios and independant distributors. The company
has more than 600 million users and 60 million and growing paid
subscribers.

Drama

x

x

Vice President

x

x

Copyright Management
Centre Director

x

x

Director of Copyright
Management Center

Netherlans

IX MEDIA

China

IX Media is focused primarily on international documentary
aquisition for distribution in Asian and othe regions.

JIANGSU BROADCASTING CORPORATION

China

Jiangsu Broadcasting Corporation (Group), or JSBC, is one of China's
top provincial broadcasting groups. Listed among “China’s 500 Most
Valuable Brands” for 17 consecutive years, JSBC operates 14 TV
Deputy Director of
channels, 10 radio channels as well as other businesses including
International Department
content production, cinema circuits, new media, home-shopping,
international business, cultural finance, newspapers and periodicals,
real estate and so on.

KANSAI TELEVISON CO. LTD

Japan

Global sales manager

KEW MEDIA DISTRIBUTION

Uk

VP of Sales Distribution

China

Docs&Factual

x

INSIGHT TV

KWAI TECHNOLOGY

Animation

Film

Other

x

x

Music

x

x

x

Formats

x

Music/Entertainment/F
ashion

x

Senior Consultant

x

Content Business Manager

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Kuaishou is a short form video social platform. The company is
currently one of the largest social video sharing platforms in the
world with more than 160 million daily active users uploading over Director of Content
15 million videos every day. They license content both for China and
other territories in the Asia region.

x

x

x

x

x

Action Sports

Short video

x

x

Scripts for Drama/Film
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LIC CHINA-BEIJING CONTINENTAL BRIDGE
CORPORATION GROUP LTD.

COUNTRIES

CHINA

COMPANY DESCRIPTION

JOB TITLE

Animation

LIC China consists of ten individual companies in the culture industry
of film and TV,new media,advertising and publications. The company
is one of the oldest and most established players in China content
CEO
production and international program syndication and distribution.
They are focused on the documentary sector.

Docs&Factual

Drama

Formats

Film

x

Producer
LUGERE

ITALY

Location Manager

x

x

x

x

Composer
Mango TV is China broadcasting giant Hunan TV's VOD platform.
They buy from all major studios and independent distributors. They International Acquisition
company recenntly has focused on aquiring a wide range of content Manager
from Southeast Asia and Indian distributors.

MANGO TV

China

MELNITSA ANIMATION STUDIO

Russian
Federation

International Project
Manager

MICHELANGELO FILM

Italy

Director/Producer

MILLIMAGES

France

x

x

x

x

China Managing Director
x
CEO

NP ENTERTAINMENT

China

NP Entertainment co.,LTD was founded in 2014 by Nanpai Sanshu(a
famous writer in China) and his partner, specializing in the
development and operation of IP. The company focuses on the
film/tv and gaming industries. They are looking for partners
particularly in the fairy tale and science fiction segments.

COO Assistant
x
CEO Assistant

Founder & CEO
OKHIWI MEDIA

China

x
Deputy director of IP
operation center

ONE ANIMATION PTE LTD

Singapore

Head of China

x

ONE LIFE STUDIOS PVT LTD

India

Producer / Managing
Director

x

x

x

Other
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Animation

Docs&Factual

Drama

Formats

Film

Other

SVP Regional Sales Asia
PAC
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION

USA

x

x

x

Director, TV Licensing &
Digital Sales

PCCW MEDIA LIMITED

China

SAVO'S PRODUCTIONS

Bulgaria

PCCW Limited (PCCW) is Hong Kong's main telecom provider and
also runs one of the earliest and most most succesful IPTV networks Vice President
in the world.

Asian Content : Variety

x
Distribution Manager
CEO

SEED ENTERTAINMENT

South Africa

x
Sales Executive

SHANGHAI SENYU MEDIA CO., LTD.

China

SHEMAROO ENTERTAINMENT

India

Shanghai Senyu Media is a public listed (Shanghai) company focused
on the production and distribution of web dramas, web movies and
Director of Acquisitions,
web entertainment. They've recently made moves into the
Animation
animation sector aquiring China rights for international animated
series and related businesses.
AVP - International
Business

x

x

x

x

VP - International Business

SONY PICTURES CONSULTING (BEIJING)
COMPANY LIMITED

TENCENT TECHNOLOGY(BEIJING) CO., LTD.

Senior Manager, Sales
Development
China

China

x

Development Manager

Tencent Kid (kid.qq.com) is China's first children's web portal. It is
the most popular Chinese children's online platform for domestic
and overseas kid's brands. Since 2015, Tencent Kid has been focusing
on video content operations and now Tencent Kid Channel
(https://v.qq.com/child) is the second largest traffic on Tencent
Editor-in Chief, Tencent Kid
Video platform. In 2016, Tencent Penguin Pictures began to invest in
children's IP and is looking forward to various types of project
investment, overseas distribution and spin-off authorization
cooperation.

x

x
TRICOAST WORLDWIDE INC

USA
CO-CEO
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TV GLOBO

Brazil

Sales Manager

VIACOM 18 / INDIACAST MEDIA

India

SVP & Business Head Syndication & Digital

WEKIDS

China

WING SIGHT CULTURE & MEDIA CO., LTD.

China

XI’AN TELEVISION COPYRIGHT EXCHANGE

China

X MEDIA DIGITAL LLC

Russian
Federation

YOUKU

ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED

ZHEJIANG TV INTERNATIONAL CHANNEL

Wekids, one of China's leading companies in producing,promoting
and representing world-class kids and families’ edutainment content.
Distriubution deals with Nelvana and many other children's
CEO
catalogues as well as co-productions such as "Slugterra" with DHX.
http://www.wekids.com/english/

Animation

Drama

Formats

Film

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Founder

x

x

Xi'an Television Copyright Exchange is the first film and television
Head of Film Department
copyright trading organization in China. The main service scope is: TV
series copyrights, TV series derivative copyrights, animation
copyrights, other copyright trading services, etc. They are particularly
Evaluation Director of Film
interested in aquiring film rights.
Department

Head of Sales

x

x

Overseas Content
Youku is one of the big 3 "BAT VOD platforms" in addition to Tencent Acquisition
and iQiyi, and as such has 600 million daily viewers and serves up
around 1.2 billion daily plays. The Youku Group is one of China's
Associate Executive
biggest platforms as well as content producers.
Producer

x

India

We are a Global Media and Entertainment conglomerate with a
presence across television broadcasting, News broadcasting, movies,
music, live entertainment and digital businesses. Spread over 170
Region Head - APAC countries and connecting and entertaining over 1.3 billion people
Syndication
globally, ZEE has been powering Media & Entertainment space
across the world for 25 years.

x

China

Zhejiang Television International Channel, part of the Zhejiang
Broadcasting Group, is carried overseas and covers more than 150
countries and regions in Europe, America, Asia, Africa and Oceania.
In particular they are looking for international documentary
production partners, as well as strategic partnerships with other
international broadcasters.

China

Docs&Factual

Deputy Director of
Programs Department

x

x

x

x

x

Other
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ZHEJIANG VERSATILE MEDIA CO., LTD.

ZHEJIANG ZHONGNAN ANIMATION CO.,LTD.

COUNTRIES

China

China

COMPANY DESCRIPTION

Founded in Hangzhou, China in 1993.It’s a comprehensive media
company with business in three major areas, namely advertising,
internet and animation. Its main animation work "Kunta" won the
Best Chinese Animation award at the 20th Shanghai TV Festival.

One of China's biggest animation production, distribution and
licensing companies.

JOB TITLE

Animation

Drama

Formats

Film

x

CEO

Secretary to President

Global Division - Executive
x
Producer

Docs&Factual

Other

